We report the observation of vacuum-field Rabi splitting (true strong coupling) between a single InAs quantum dot and a single photon in the mode of a photonic crystal slab nanocavity.
Abstract
We report the observation of vacuum-field Rabi splitting (true strong coupling) between a single InAs quantum dot and a single photon in the mode of a photonic crystal slab nanocavity.
Taking advantage of the fact that quantum dot transitions shift to longer wavelength with increased temperature much faster than a nanocavity mode, we have scanned a quantum dot resonance through the nanocavity resonance; see Fig. 1 (upper). The two photoluminescence (PL) peaks repel each other instead of following the crossing of the dot and cavity resonances; this anti-crossing behavior, characteristic of strong coupling [1] , is shown more clearly by plotting the peak positions on an expanded scale; see Fig.  1 
(lower).
A temperature scan over a narrower range around the minimum splitting is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The parameters that give the best fit of our strong coupling data to an analytic expression are: splitting 2g = 41.2 GHz, cavity decay rate κ = 42.3 GHz, and dot dephasing rate γ = 21.5 GHz; see Fig. 2 (b). The condition for strong coupling, that the splitting exceed the linewidth of each peak, is satisfied: 2g = 41.2 GHz > (κ + γ)/2 = 31.9 GHz.
Essential to this observation was the high Q of the nanocavity. The GaAs nanocavity slab is surrounded by air and contains a 2D photonic crystal structure based on the design of S. Noda's group with three missing holes in a line and with the end holes shifted out [2] . Q's over 20,000 were measured, but no dot was found strongly coupled to those nanocavities. The Q of the cavity mode used was measured at high power to be ~13,300 (linewidth ~0.08 meV), but this dropped to about 6000 at the low power needed to see strong coupling and single quantum dot transitions. The volume of the cavity mode is computed to be about (λ cav /n) 3 ≅ 0.04 µm 3 , where λ cav is the cavity mode wavelength and n is the refractive index. This breakthrough opens exciting possibilities for truly quantum optics cavity QED experiments in semiconductors and for solid-state entanglement needed for quantum information science.
